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To: David_Marwell @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internet, Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internetcc: (bcc: David 

Marwell/ARRB)From: garb @ ix.netcom.com (Garby Leon) @ internet @ WORLDCOM Date: 07/09/96 

10:59:37 PM CDTSubject: Fwd: JFK Plot still in the news... (fwd)Dear Mr. Marwell and Ms. Sullivan --I'm 

forwarding an article below on the recent disposition of the law suit of Judge Minier against the CIA to reveal 

whether or not one Claude Capehart was an employee, and perhaps involved in the assassination of JFK. The 

short article below was forwarded by Lisa Pease, of the CTKA. As you can see, Judge Minier's suit was 

unsuccessful. Have you made any efforts to obtain the information Judge Minier was seeking? Will you?Isn't 

this just the kind of US Government documentation -- relevant to the assassination -- which your mandate 

requires that you seek out?I would appreciate some response to the above questions, and to the article 

below. Several times in the past I have forwarded information to you from published sources, without even an 

acknowledgment. What happens to this information which is submitted to you? Is it ever considered, or is the 

ARRB simply a shield of government secrecy, perhaps with a friendlier face? I await your response. 

Sincerely,Garby Leon, PhD---------------------------------FROM LISA PEASE - CTKA: This was forwarded to me.---------

- Forwarded message ----------Date: Tue, 9 Jul 1996 07:24:16 -0400Cc: lpease@netcom.comSubject: JFK Plot 

still in the news...The following article was distributed bt Reuters and picked up in the Palm Beach Post (Page 

12A, July 9, 1996)...JFK plot file remains sealedSan Francisco--A Federal Appeals Court Monday rejected a bid 

to force the Central Intelligence Agency to disclose whether it employed a man who claimed he was involved 

in the murder of President John F. Kennedy. The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco denied an 

appeal by a California judge who sued to try to force the CIA to disclose information about Claude Capehart.
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